
8. PRINTING YOUR 
OWN PARTS

8.1 STARTING A PRINT WITH 
CREATION WORKSHOP
In this section, we will learn how to use Creation 
Workshop to prepare your 3D parts for printing.

1. Home the printer by consulting section 2 the 
homing procedur.

2. Open Creation Workshop.exe and load your 
objects (STL, OBJ or AMF).

3. With the object loaded and located in the 
build area check the settings of the printing 
profile. Go to the “Configure” screen and open 
the “Configure Slicing Profile” tab. Select the 
printing profile from the “Machine Profiles” list 
that matches your resin and desired resolution 
for example “LC10 Hard Amber 100 Microns 
large objects”.

Note: Always click “Apply Changes” to save if 
you had to change any values. If you don’t click 
this your data will not be re-set.

4. Now click “3D View” and check that the object 
is correctly placed inside the printing area. Make 
sure the file is saved with the  button before 
you start slicing. Name your file and choose 
an appropriate location for it. Saving directly 
to a usb can sometimes slow down the slicing 
process, it is better to save it to a location on 
your pc. When saving, make sure you save the 
file type as a scene file (*.cws). When using the 
Wi-Fi enabler, make sure the “Export to CWS” 
checkbox is ticked. 

5. Press the slice button  to start the slicing 
operation. A confirmation window will show. 
Always re-click the “Slice” button if you adjust 

You should now have successfully printed the ring 
and it’s time to print your own parts.

the file in any way.

6. Now check the “Slice View” screen to check that 
the first layer of every object is in contact with 
the build base. If it is above the build platform 
it will not adhere. If you click on the view box 
located in the bottom left corner you can scroll 
forward through the slicing views using the slider 
bar and check that the object is always inside 
the build area. 

7. If you are happy with the slices, then press print 

8.2 STARTING A PRINT WITH 
THE WI-FI ENABLER

If you are using a Wi-Fi Enabler, there are a few more 
steps to follow to start printing. You will need to use 
the steps from the previous section to create a .cws 
file. Once you have done this there are 2 ways to 
start a print: 

1. Save to USB. Save the file saved from the section 
above (as either a .cws or .zip format) onto a USB 
stick and insert it in the front socket. Then wait 
for 10 seconds and press Print to refresh and the 
printable files will show your file on the screen.  
Highlight your file and press ‘Print’.

2. Print from your web browser on your PC. These 
instructions are described below
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9. DETAILED  
CREATION WORKSHOP
SOFTWARE 
INSTRUCTIONS

Main screen

Click to open files in one of the following formats: 
.STL, .OBJ, .3DS or .AMF. You can also open 
scene files with the .CWS extension.

Click this button to disconnect your printer 
from the computer. If the button is grayed 
out, it means that the machine is currently 

Click to save the current object as a .STL or 
.CWS file. The .CWS format allows you to prepare 
a scene to be printed repeatedly in the future, 
together with supports and positioning. 

These three buttons start, pause and stop a print. 
These buttons only become active once you have 
sliced your object.

Clicking this button allows you to view the 3D 
objects within their boundary box. You can add 
supports in this function.

Clicking this button accesses the “Slicing” screen. 
You can see the individual slices that have been 
generated as well as the G-code.

This allows you to control the z axis motor, home 
it and lift it after a print has finished.

This is the setup screen that allows you to 
configure the slicing and printing profiles.

Click to start the connection between your 
computer and your Liquid Crystal 3d printer. 
Once the button is grayed out, this means that the 
printer is connected. 

8.2.1 STARTING A PRINT 
FROM A BROWSER

1. Download the desktop software called 
“Printflow3D_opener” for your operating system 
from www.photocentric3d.com/printflow.

2. Move the Printflow3D_opener.exe onto your 
desktop, double click and start the software.

3. When your printer has been found succesfully, 
it should open up the following window.

4. Click “Upload” and select your .CWS file 
created; your window should look like this.

5. Go back to the tab “Home” and then press 
“Print”. This will cause the software to start the 

8.2.2 REMOVING A FILE FROM 
THE WIFI ENABLER

1. From the home page press “Print”.

2. Select the printable you want to remove and 
click the red button with the X on the right.

3. Click “Yes” to delete the file.
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1. Loading a Model

The Scene View allows you to manipulate various 
aspects of the scene. 

Selecting 

You can select a model by double clicking on the 
model, or selecting it with the scene view  

Removing a Model 

You can remove a model by right-clicking on the 
name in the scene graph and selecting “Remove”.
The Minus sign “-” will also remove the current 
model. You can also delete a model by selecting 
it and then pressing the “delete” key on your 
keyboard.

Cloning a model

You can select a model in the scene and click the 
“+” sign to clone it. The cloned object will appear 

 2. Scene View

Click here to ‘Load’ your file. Multiple objects 
can be loaded and manipulated independently. 
You can also open scene files with the .CWS 
extension.

3. Object Info

4. Move View 

The Move function allows you to move objects 
on the build platform along the x:y:z axis by the 
distance entered.

From left to right, the other tools are: 

The ‘Place on Platform’ button will position the 
bottom of the model to rest on the bottom of the 
build platform.
The ‘Center’ button will center the model at (0,0,0).

• Auto-Arrange will automatically lay out all 

models to fit on the build platform. Any model 
that does not fit within the build platform will be 
moved outside the build area.

This tabs provides you with information about your 
model

A model can be scaled (reduced or increased) by 
selecting it, and using the ‘Scale’ view to enter in a 
new scaler value. Press the tick button to re-scale 
your object.

6. Scaling objects 

7. Rotating Objects

8. View Options 

Rotating a model works in a similar way to moving 
a model. Simply select the model you want to 
work with, and use the X/Y/Z +/- buttons to rotate 
the model by your specified degrees.

The view option allows you to manipulate various 
views and models.

On the top row from left to right:

• 50% Alpha-Blending toggle. This will allow 

you to see through the objects in the scene to 
see the geometry

• Show Slice Preview on Scene. After slicing 
this toggles on/off the view of the 3D view 
of the current slice layer as selected by the 
horizontal scrollbar.

• Show Console. This toggle button shows or 
hides the debug window. This window is used 
for debugging purposes.

On the bottom row from left to right are tools 

to change the way the objects appear on the 
screen:

• Show objects with a bounding box.

The Mirror view allows you to mirror the selected 
object on the specified axis.

5. Mirroring Objects  
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9. Working with Model Support tools

Using Supports 
Supports are sometime required to properly attach 
a model to the build space. Because of the nature 
of DPP the lower layers must be supported by the 
supports unless it has a wide surface in the first 
layers. We recommend checking no supports pass 
through your object. If they do, you can delete them 
and manually add others if needed.

Adding a single Support
A single support can be generated by clicking the 
manual support button.

Moving Supports
After a manual or automatic support has been 
generated, individual supports can be moved 
around the x:y plane the same way models can 
be moved. Select the support by double clicking 
on it to select it, and hold down the ‘Shift’ key on 
your keyboard and move the mouse. Supports will 
automatically scale vertically under the model they 
support.

Angled Supports 
Supports can be angled inwards towards the objects 
they support. This can often resolve clearance 
issues with vertical supports. You can turn a vertical 
support into an angled support by selecting it, and 
holding the ‘Ctrl’ key and clicking on the model you 
want to support.

Manual Configuration
Under the Support Generation view, you can click 
‘show downward facing polys’. This will highlight all 
polygons in the model that are pointed downward 
by the specified degree. This helps you manually 
place supports under un-supported downward 
facing areas of a model.

Auto Support on Grid
After a model is loaded into the scene and selected, 
you can automatically generate a ‘bed of nails’ 
support for the model by selecting . You can specify 
the grid spacing and the size of the generated 
supports. If you wish to only generate supports on 
downward facing polygons, check the boxes under 
‘support general’ and ‘generate only on downward’

Adaptive supports
You can add supports to areas in the model that 
are unsupported. There are 2 algorithms to help 

There are two buttons for each of the available 
options.
• The first option has the same name as the 

screen itself (Slice View). In this setting we can 
see (as shown in the image) each successive 
layer of the generated “Slicing”. With the lower 
bar we can scroll through the entire slicing 
result to check each of the layers. In the upper 
left corner we can see the total number of 
layers that have been generated. In the lower 
left corner we have a (    ) button to turn the 
projector on and expose the selected layer. 
This can be useful to check the positioning of 
the vat.

• G-Code View: On this screen you can see 
the G-code generated during the “Slicing” 
operation. This option is intended for advanced 
users. We recommend to leave this screen 

12. Slicing a Model

11. Slice View 
In the Slice View screen we get the following 
information:

After one or more models have been loaded and 
manipulated on the build platform, the entire 
scene can be saved as an STL model for later use. 
Simply click on the ‘File->Save Scene STL’ menu 
item to save the scene model. This will flatten all 
models in a scene into a single STL file. Scenes 
can also be saved to CWS files.. These scene 
files can be used to create a scene with supports, 
slice the scene, and later load to print your scene 
without the need for re-slicing.

Click to save the current object as a .STL or 
.CWS file. The .CWS format allows you to 
prepare a scene to be printed repeatedly in the 
future, together with supports and positioning.

10. Saving a Scene

Once you have loaded one of the models, 
configured your machine profile, and 
configured your build & slicing profile, you 
can slice a model. Choose the slice icon 
from the toolbar ro bring up the slicing 
screen.
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You can change the currently selected slicing 
profile to use. Click the ‘Slice’ button to begin 
slicing. You can stop slicing by pressing 
the ‘Cancel’ button. If your slicing profile is 
configured to export images, a progress bar 
will appear here. Otherwise, just the gcode for 
the scene will be generated and the images 
will be rendered during build-time. 


